Efficient time series forecasting (TSF) is of utmost importance in order to make better decision under uncertainty. Over the past few years a large literature has evolved to forecast time series using different artificial neural network (ANN) models because of its several distinguishing characteristics. This paper evaluates the effectiveness of three methods to forecast time series, one carried out with ANN-GD using extended back propagation (EBP) algorithm, second one carried out with ANN-GA using genetic algorithm (GA) and the last one carried out with ANN-DE using differential evolution (DE). For comparative performance analysis between these methods two benchmark time series such as: wisconsin employment time series and monthly milk production time series are considered. Results show that both the ANN-GA and ANN-DE outperform ANN-GD considering forecast accuracy. It is also observed that the ANN-DE performs better than ANN-GA for both the time series considered.
INTRODUCTION
Time series is a set of observations measured sequentially through time. Based on the measurement time series may be discrete or continuous. Time series forecasting (TSF) is the process of predicting the future values based solely on the past values. Based on the number of time series involved in forecasting process, TSF may be univariate (forecasts based solely on one time series) or multivariate (forecasts depend directly or indirectly on more than one time series). Irrespective of the type of TSF, it became an important tool in decision making process, since it has been successfully applied in the areas such as economic, finance, management, engineering etc. Traditionally these TSF has been performed using various statistical-based methods [1] . The major drawback of most of the statistical models is that, they consider the time series are generated from a linear process. However, most of the real world time series generated are often contains temporal and/or spatial variability and suffered from nonlinearity of underlying data generating process. Therefore several computational intelligence methods have been used to forecast the time series. Out of various models, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been widely used because of its several unique features. First, ANNs are datadriven self-adaptive nonlinear methods that do not require a priori specific assumptions about the underlying model. Secondly ANNs have the capability to extract the relationship between the inputs and outputs of a process i.e. they can learn by themselves. Finally ANNs are universal approximators that can approximate any nonlinear function to any desired level of accuracy, thus applicable to more complicated models [2] .
Because of the aforementioned characteristics, ANNs have been widely used for the problem of TSF. In this paper evolutionary neural networks (trained using evolutionary algorithms) are used for TSF, so that better forecast accuracy can be achieved. Two evolutionary algorithms like genetic algorithm and differential evolution are considered. For comparison results obtained from evolutionary algorithms are compared with results obtained from extended back propagation algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of related work on ANN based time series forecasting. The proposed methodology explained in Section 3. Section 4 gives the experimental set up and results of our proposed methodology using two evolutionary and extended back propagation algorithms. And finally conclusion and future work are described in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
In the literature, there are a large number of publications on time series forecasting using ANN, from researcher of diversified areas of engineering and science. These publications cover a wide range of TSF applications varying from financial to economic to natural physical phenomena etc. These papers use many types of networks such as: Recurrent neural network [3] [4] [5] , Radial basis function (RBF) networks [6] , Bayesian neural networks [7] , and neuron-fuzzy networks [8] [9] , generalized regression neural network (GRNN) [10] , Extreme Learning machine (ELM) [11] , Beta basis function neural (BBFN) network [12] . The earliest and the most popular type of networks are feed-forward MLPs [13] [14] [15] . However, most of the ANN models use gradient based learning algorithms. However, the gradient trained ANN models suffers from various drawbacks like: may trap to local optima, slow convergence properties and performance is sensitive to initial parameters, thus optimal performance cannot be guaranteed. Thus this paper emphasizes on using evolutionary ANN for TSF.
METHODOLOGY
The main goal of this paper is to perform time series forecasting using an evolutionary artificial neural network. In this paper a feed-forward multilayer perceptron (MLP) with one hidden layer is considered. The weighs of the network are optimized by using evolutionary algorithms. This methodology consists of four steps: 1) Data Normalization and 2) Data Segmentation 3) ANN Training 4) Single-StepAhead(SSA) Forecasting.
Fig 1: Real Encoded Chromosome
Pseudo-Code of Methodology 1. Normalize the time series using Min-Max technique. 2. Divide the normalized dataset into three segments Train (60%), Validation (10%) and Test (30%) 3. Train the neural network using any evolutionary algorithm using the train and validation set. a. Encode the weight set of a neural network as chromosome, with each gene represents a weight of the network (See Figure 1) . b. For each chromosome repeat step-3.c to step-3.e c. Perform mutation (use any of the DE mutation strategies) and crossover on the chromosomes. d. Evaluate the fitness (RMSE error on train set) of trial vector (produced after mutation and crossover). e. Perform selection between trial vector and target vector for better fitness. f. Use the fittest chromosome of the population to perform single-step-ahead forecasting on validation set. If the forecast accuracy on validation set of present best chromosome performs worse than that of previous population then go to step-4 otherwise go to step-3.b. 4. Obtain the output of ANN on the test set using the optimal weight set of the network for the time series, denormalize it to obtain the actual forecasts and measure the forecast accuracy.
Data Normalization
Data normalization is a pre-processing strategy which transforms the time series into a specified range typically either between [0, 1] or [-1, 1]. It guarantees the quality of data before it is being fed to a learning algorithm. In the literature there are many techniques like Min-Max, Decimal Scaling, Z-Score etc. which can be used for normalizing the data. In this paper Min-Max normalization technique is chosen to transform the time series to a range [0, 1], which is defined as follows:
Where T i =value of time series at i th instance. 
Data Segmentation
To achieve good forecast accuracy and higher degree of generalization on neural network models hold out method is considered. For this the data is divided into three sets: train, validation and test sets. The train set is used to train the network, the validation set is used to evaluate the training performance (used to determine the stopping criterion) and the test set is used to evaluate the true accuracy of prediction.
ANN Training
The objective of any supervised training algorithm is to minimize the approximation error and it is going to be a multimodal search problem. Therefore the gradient based training algorithms suffer from several shortcomings such as: easily getting trapped to local minima, slow convergence properties, training performance is sensitive to initial parameters etc. Hence, to overcome these problems global optimization technique such as differential evolution (DE) [16] , genetic algorithm (GA) [17] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) [18] , ant colony optimization (ACO) [19] , a bee colony optimization (BCO) [20] , an evolutionary strategy (ES) [21] or chemical reaction optimization (CRO) [22] [23] [24] can be used.
In this paper two global optimization techniques such as DE/rand/1/bin (a variant of DE) and GA are used to train the neural network. Real encoding scheme has been used to encode the weights of the network as genes of chromosome with each chromosome representing a weight set of the network. For comparative performance analysis of forecast accuracy with these evolutionary algorithms extended back propagation algorithm is also used.
Single-Step-Ahead Forecasting
Once the optimal weight set for a time series is obtained, the optimal weight set to obtain the normalized future values. Then de-normalization process is carried out to obtain the forecasted values.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations were carried out on a system with Intel ® core(TM) 2Duo E7500 CPU, 2.93 GHz with 2GB RAM and implemented using SCILAB. Simulated parameters for ANN-GD, ANN-GA and ANN-DE are shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1 .8, 1.9 
Performance Measures
For evaluating forecast accuracy two forecast measures such as: symmetric mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE) is considered which is defined as follows:
Where Y i and F i are true and forecasted values, respectively at i th time point, h is the forecasting horizon and T is the number of previously known elements.
Comparison among Methods
For comparative performance analysis among the methods considered, for each time series five independent experiments were conducted considering each method. The mean of these five executions are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 . Note that all methods for both the time series are applied on a 6-3-1 fully connected feedforward multilayer perceptron with Bipolar Sigmoid activation function at hidden layer and Linear activation function at output layer. Table 5 it is observed that both the evolutionary neural networks provide better forecast accuracy than ANN-GD method. It is also observed that ANN-DE provides best forecast accuracy among the three methods considered on both the time series. To have a better idea regarding how close the forecasted values to that of true values using ANN-DE, we have plotted comparison shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, fully connected multilayer perceptron model is considered and three methods like ANN-GD, ANN-GA and ANN-DE are used to predict the future values. It is observed that both the evolutionary methods (ANN-GE and ANN-DE) outperform the gradient based method (ANN-GD) for both the time series considered. It is also observed that the ANN model with differential evolution algorithm performs better than other two models in terms of forecast accuracy. Being an initial effort simple strategies in both preprocessing and learning algorithm are followed. Much more improvements can be done to make the ANN-DE method much more efficient.
